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How we got here.
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FTF emerged from a crisis that was different in some ways from the crisis we are currently in the midst of, but that, in other ways, was very similar to where we find ourselves today. Those similarities tell us a lot about the root causes we should be focused on fixing, so bear with me for a quick walk down memory lane.   
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Around midday on August 9th, 2014 18 year old Michael Brown was shot by police officer Darren Wilson on Canfield Drive in Ferguson, a municipality in North St. Louis County. Protests began the next day and before long #Ferguson became international shorthand for the militarization of police response to mass demonstration, the brokenness of the justice system, the deep racial divides between community and law enforcement, and civil unrest at all of the above. In response to this outcry, then Governor Jay Nixon created the Ferguson Commission through Executive Order not to conduct…
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To this end, the commission held over 70 public meetings at locations all over the St. Louis region.In all, over 3,000 community members from across the region racked up over 30,000 volunteer hours toward the creation of the Ferguson Commission report. 
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That outpouring of community input revealed deep inequities in the historical and current day creation and operation of our systems. Systems of healthcare, housing, law enforcement, education, transportation, and employment to name just a few.
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FTF was born 



Embracing the Ferguson Commission’s mandate, 
Forward Through Fergus on centers  impacted 
communities  and mobilizes  accountable bodies  
to advance racially equitable s ys tems  and 
policies  that ens ure a ll people in the St. Louis  
region can thrive.

OUR MISSION:
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FTF was born out of a community desire to see those calls to action implemented.History tells us to expect a certain cyclicality to these crises. Amid a steady stream of injustices, every several years or so, some combination of factors comes together and leads to a boiling over--like we saw with #Ferguson. We knew that our work exists within--and is in some ways facilitated by-- that grim pattern. But I don’t think we expected another crisis moment just a handful of years after #Ferguson. But here we are. 
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When COVID-19 hit our region, it quickly became clear that, because of the very same inequities in our systems that the Ferguson Commission identified, the pandemic was going to hit the Black community hardest. We have produced a data visualization series focused on St. Louis to tell this story. We call it “Still Compromising”. The name alludes to the MIssouri Compromise of 1820. 



Ep 1. (How We Know) Who Gets Sick Ep 2. Who Gets Sickest Ep 3. Who Is “Essential”

#STILLCOMPROMISING

https://medium.com/forward-through-ferguson/still-compromising-the-disparate-impact-of-covid-19-in-st-louis-ep-1-1b2c3051188a
https://medium.com/forward-through-ferguson/who-gets-sickest-with-covid-19-still-compromising-ep-2-85042f902954
https://medium.com/forward-through-ferguson/whos-an-essential-worker-stillcompromising-8cf859357451


EP. 1: (HOW WE KNOW) WHO GETS SICK

● Testing rationing encourages 
disparities in who gets tested, 
which contributes to disparities 
in who gets COVID and who 
dies from it



EP. 1: (HOW WE KNOW) WHO GETS SICK

● Barriers to testing (location, 
cost, ever-changing and 
complex informational 
landscape) encourage 
disparities



EP. 1: (HOW WE KNOW) WHO GETS SICK

● COVID-19 cases are highly 
concentrated in St. Louis’ 
mostly Black communities



EP. 2: WHO GETS SICKEST
● People who are older or have medical 

conditions like diabetes, high blood 
pressure, and obesity get more sick 
from COVID-19 and die at a higher rate

● COVID-19 underlying conditions cluster 
within neighborhoods. 

● The long history of policies and 
practices of segregation can be felt to 
this day in these predominantly Black 
neighborhoods, resulting in higher 
poverty and lower economic 
opportunity, food access, access to 
insurance, mobility, and air quality. 
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These neighborhoods have also seen more COVID-19 cases than other parts of the city.

https://wustl.app.box.com/s/y1n98bgzm6wulv3xg56krvg5r5axhhva


EP. 3: WHO IS “ESSENTIAL”?
● Essential workers are being asked to 

risk their health--as well as their 
families’ health--to keep us comfortable 
and safe. 

● Frontline workers in the St. Louis region 
are 68% more likely to be Black, 32% 
more likely to fall below the poverty 
line, and 12% more likely to be 
uninsured than non-frontline workers.



EP. 3: WHO IS “ESSENTIAL”?
● When you look at the non-healthcare 

frontline workers, the disparities grow even 
larger. 

● These workers are twice as likely to be Black 
compared to non-frontline workers as well as 
nearly 50% more likely to fall below the 
poverty line and over 40% more likely to be 
uninsured. 

● Public transit workers and workers in the 
building cleaning services industry group are 
particularly unprotected. Nearly one in six 
transit workers and one in four building 
cleaners fall below the poverty line. Over one 
in four building cleaners are uninsured. 
These frontline workers are also the most 
likely to be Black.



Things are not getting worse, they are getting uncovered. we must hold each 
other tight and continue to pull back the veil.

-Adrienne Maree Brown

Programs are short-term interventions that create temporary improvements in 
the wake of challenges. Policies, on the other hand, are covenants we 
collectively choose to live by, as articulated in legislation and regulation.

-Rev. Starsky Wilson
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The common denominator to all of these statistics is systems. Systems of healthcare, employment, transportation, education, and others. 



WHAT CAN WE DO?
Policymakers & COVID-19 Response Planners

● Apply a Racial Equity lens to planning
● Focus resources where we know infection 

and mortality will be worst
● Make data disaggregated by race easily 

accessible 
● Protect frontline workers (hazard pay, health 

insurance, co-pay subsidies, life insurance)
● Name deeply broken systems as drivers of 

COVID-19 disparities

Community Leaders & Individuals

● Apply a Racial Equity lens to your own 
understanding of the pandemic and how it 
affects you and others

● Advocate for all of the above
○ Plug into grassroots advocacy efforts:

■ Early Childhood Education
■ Minimum Wage
■ Medicaid Expansion

● Continue practicing social distancing and 
wear masks

● Practice gratitude

Don’t let a “good” crisis go to waste.



Reports outlining recommendations:

● Ferguson Commission’s report
● For the Sake of All report
● Dismantling the Divide report
● #StillCompromising series

○ Ep 1. (How We Know) Who Gets Sick
○ Ep 2. Who Gets Sickest
○ Ep 3. Who Is “Essential”
○ Ep 4-6 coming soon (sign up for our 

newsletter if you want to be notified)

WHERE CAN WE GO FROM HERE?
(Some) Advocacy efforts to plug into:

● Fight for $15 (minimum wage)
● Missouri Healthcare for All (Medicaid expansion)

● Ready by Five (Early childhood education)

https://forwardthroughferguson.org/report/executive-summary/
https://cpb-us-w2.wpmucdn.com/sites.wustl.edu/dist/3/1454/files/2018/06/FSOA_report_2-17zd1xm.pdf
https://cpb-us-w2.wpmucdn.com/sites.wustl.edu/dist/3/1454/files/2018/06/SegregationinSTL_DismantlingDivideRecs_5.7.18-2o2bmhj.pdf
https://medium.com/forward-through-ferguson/still-compromising-the-disparate-impact-of-covid-19-in-st-louis-ep-1-1b2c3051188a
https://medium.com/forward-through-ferguson/who-gets-sickest-with-covid-19-still-compromising-ep-2-85042f902954
https://medium.com/forward-through-ferguson/whos-an-essential-worker-stillcompromising-8cf859357451
https://us10.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=0983d4ecc992697f98c68e286&id=2b9fe0081b
https://fightfor15.org/
https://missourihealthcareforall.org/mofamilies/
https://www.readybyfive.com/demands


THANK YOU! 
karishma@forwardthroughferguson.org
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